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PyperCard is a HyperCard inspired Pythonic GUI framework for beginner programmers.
What does that mean?
PyperCard makes it quick and easy to create software with a modern user interface to use on your Windows, OSX,
Linux, Android or iOS devices.
The best place to start is by reading the PyperCard Tutorials. If you want further support, then please join our chat
channel. We’re a friendly bunch and welcome questions from beginners. If you’re more experienced check out the
PyperCard CheatSheet for a quick summary of what’s going on.
A simple temperature conversion example application built with PyperCard is shown below. This only took just over
40 lines of simple Python code to create.

PyperCard was created in response to the work of the wonderful folks at Adafruit who designed a simple GUI library
for one of their CircuitPython based devices. PyperCard takes Adafruit’s original concept, refines it and makes it
available on a large number of computing platforms. To achieve this, PyperCard currently uses the Kivy UI framework
under the hood.
The following video explains the project’s genesis:
PyperCard is deliberately constrained. This makes it easy to learn ~ an important consideration for beginner programmers.
If you find using PyperCard frustrating because you want to break free of the constraints, then you’re probably too
advanced for PyperCard and should graduate to a less constrained GUI framework such as PyQT, Toga or Kivy.
Note: This documentation is for two sorts of readers.
1. Folks who want to use PyperCard to build cross platform GUI applications. If this is you, check out the PyperCard
Tutorials first. If you’re already quite technical, you should see the PyperCard CheatSheet.
2. Programmers who want to contribute to the development of PyperCard itself. If this is you, start with the Contributing Code documentation.
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1.1 PyperCard Tutorials
The following tutorials are for anyone who wants to use PyperCard to create their own GUI driven applications that
run on Windows, OSX, Linux, Android and iOS. If you’re looking for technical reference information you should
check out the PyperCard CheatSheet instead.
We assume only two things:
1. You’re comfortable typing commands into your computer via the command line.
2. You know a little of, or are starting to learn the Python programming language.
By the end of these relatively short and simple tutorials you’ll know how to build and share applications with PyperCard. If you want further help and support, please don’t hesitate to join our chat channel.
Most of all, we’re a friendly project and want folks to flourish with our code, so don’t hesitate to get involved, give
feedback and constructive critique. Respectful collaboration wins here.

1.1.1 Install PyperCard
With the Mu Editor
If you’re using the latest (1.1) version of the beginner friendly Mu editor, then installing PyperCard is easy:
1. Click on the cog on the bottom right hand side of Mu’s window.
2. Select the “Third Party Packages” tab in the resulting administration window.
3. Type pypercard into the text area, then click OK.
4. You should see a series of messages scroll by which tell you how the installation is progressing.
5. Mu should report that installation has finished without any errors.
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(If you encounter errors when installing PyperCard, please tell us via the chat channel mentioned above).
This process is demonstrated in the following GIF animation:

With Standard Python
If you’re using just standard Python 3 with an editor other than Mu, install PyperCard with the following command,
ensuring you’re in a virtualenv:
pip install pypercard

It should look something like this:

If you’re not using a virtualenv, you may need to use the following command instead:
pip3 install --user pypercard

(This will install PyperCard for use with your system’s version of Python 3, and put the package in a special directory
in your home directory.)
Checking the Installation
Using Mu or any other editor with which you’re familiar, type in the following three lines of Python:
from pypercard import Card, CardApp
app = CardApp(stack=[Card("hello", text="Hello, World!")])
app.run()

Save the file and call it something like pyperhello.py.
If you’re using Mu, ensure you’re in Python3 mode (it should say “Python” at the bottom right of Mu’s window; if
not, click the “Mode” button with the snake on it and then select Python 3). Next, just click the “Run” button to see
your application run.
If you’re using standard Python 3 with another editor, simply type the following command while making sure your
command line is running from the same directory as where you saved the test script:
python3 pyperhello.py

If all is well, you should see a window appear that looks something like this:
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To stop the application, just close the window!
Well done! You have successfully installed PyperCard. Let the fun begin (read on).
Warning: Your program may not work first time! Don’t worry, this is quite normal.
This is often because code was typed in incorrectly. Look out for erroneous capital letters (or lower case letters
which should be capitalized), missing lines, wrong spellings and unnecessary punctuation.
If you’re using Mu, click on the “Check” button to show warnings about the code you’ve typed in (if it’s correct,
you won’t see any!). You may also want to click on Mu’s “Tidy” button to reformat your code to make it nice and
neat.
Continue to Stacks of Cards with Transitions.

1.1.2 Stacks of Cards with Transitions
To get the most from PyperCard you should understand three core concepts: stacks, cards and transitions. To help,
let’s start by thinking about how you might think about the way an application works.

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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Telling a Story
One common approach is to create a visual story-board that describes the user’s journey through your application. It is
common for such story-boards to be drawn with a pencil and paper and they help the developer think carefully about
what the user may want or need and visualise how this may look before actually writing any code (thus saving lots of
time and effort).
The example shown below is for a very simple temperature conversion program. Each rectangular box represents a
screen in the application, and drawn inside each box is a rough outline of what the screen should contain. The screens
are also roughly labelled so extra details are revealed. The large thick arrows describe how the user moves between
the screens and will often have a description of what’s going on drawn in or on them.

Here’s the fun part: how do you know folks will understand and like your application before you’ve actually coded it?
One way is to draw each screen on a card and demonstrate a sort of “make pretend” version of your application with
potential users and your stack of cards.
Test Cards
For instance, I might say to a potential user, “here’s the first screen in my application and I want you to tell me what
you’re going to do. . . ”, and then show them this card:

6
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They might respond, “I’ll type a number into the text box and then click on the ‘Farenheit’ button. I guess I’ll be
shown the old value converted from Celsius into Farenheit.” At which point I’ll show them this second card:

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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“Let’s just assume the number is the correct result. Now what do you do?”, I ask.
“I suppose I click on the ‘OK’ button, but I’m not sure what’ll happen next”, they reply. At which point I show them
the first card so they get to see that users of the application are returned to the first screen.
Next I ask them what they think will happen if I don’t type numbers into the text box.
8
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“I’m not sure. I suppose an error message of some sort, right..?”, might be a typical response. At which point I show
them a third card:

I can use this as an opportunity to make sure the error message makes sense and work out how they expect to correct
such erroneous input.
“Perhaps the error message should just disappear after a few seconds. . . ”, they suggest.
That’s it! It’s all rough and ready, but it’s supposed to be. You’re working things out, playing around, thinking about
what the user wants or needs, sketching the process by which this is achieved and experimenting on potential users in
1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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a “make pretend” way to figure out where you need to refine or change your ideas. It’s a really useful thing to do.
Putting it all Together
Once you’re happy with your story-board and cards, PyperCard helps you to convert your sketched out ideas into
remarkably simple yet powerful computer-y concepts which, as we shall see, can be used in very simple Python
programs.
Your application is like a stack of cards, with only the topmost card visible.
Each card represents a screen in your application.
As the user does things, a transition causes a new card to be placed onto the top of the stack (the equivalent of
the arrows in the story-board).
Note: To make full use of PyperCard it is essential that you understand these three concepts:
• A stack of cards is like your whole application.
• A card is a screen in your application. Each card fulfils a specific role or function.
• A transition allows users to move between cards in a meaninful way, thus making the application useful.
Once you understand these three core concepts you’ll start to see them all over the place, which means you can use
PyperCard to make all sorts of interesting things.
This is what we’ll explore in the next tutorial.
Back to Install PyperCard. Continue to A Simple Adventure Game.

1.1.3 A Simple Adventure Game
The idea for PyperCard is the brainchild of the wonderfully creative and playful folks at Adafruit. In order to make
a game for one of their new line of CircuitPython boards (which comes with a touch screen), they had to work out
what sort of game could work on the device and then figure out how to implement it. They describe the process in a
wonderful blog post that channels all things 1980s.

10
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Warlocks

Back then (I was a child in the 1980s), there was a craze for “choose your own adventure” books, the most famous being
the “fighting fantasy” series of books with the “Warlock of Firetop Mountain” being the first of many installments.
Instead of starting at page one and reading each page in order until the end of the book, “choose your own” books
generally contained numbered entries that often ended with a choice for the reader. Depending on the choice taken,
the reader would be directed to read some other entry identified by its number. The following picture illustrates the a
typical page from such a book:

Another creation from the 1980s is a piece of software called HyperCard. This is where the original ideas of a
stack, card and transition comes from. It was a sort of pre-cursor to the world wide web but was a LOT easier to
develop. The HyperCard paradigm, updated for use with the Python programming language is why this project is
called “PyperCard”.

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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I mentioned in a previous tutorial that once you understood the HyperCard concepts of stacks, cards and transitions,
you’ll start to see such things all over the place. Well, this is a classic example: “choose your own” stories are stacks
containing cards (one for each numbered entry in the story) and the choices given to readers act as the transitions.
Let’s build a “choose your own” adventure game with PyperCard!
Strange Maps
The folks at Adafruit planned their game with a map of the story. Just like the story-board mentioned in an earlier
tutorial, different cards are linked together with arrows to show how the transitions take place between the different
parts of the story. Each card is scant on detail and doesn’t say what the text for each part of the story will be, but the
names of the cards give enough information to show how the game fits together and fits into the stack, card, transition
paradigm.

12
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Each card needs attributes that PyperCard can use to display something useful to the player and react to the various
choices the player might make. As a result PyperCard lets programmers define individual cards with specific named
attributes which are used for clearly defined purposes. The attributes we’ll use with each card in the adventure game
are listed below:
• title - the unique title for a card. This is something all cards must have and it must be a string, such as
"home" or "cave entrance".
• text - a string containing text to display to the user. We’ll use this to hold the text of the story. If this attribute
isn’t given, PyperCard won’t display any textual output.
• text_color - the colour of the text. This can be one of three sorts of string: 1) A colour name (like "red"),
2) A hex number representing RGB (e.g. "0xff0000"), 3) An HTML hex colour (e.g. "#FF0000"). If this
attribute isn’t given, PyperCard will assume "white".
• background - an image or colour to display in the background of the card, behind the text. This is a string
containing either a colour name (e.g. "red") or the image’s filename. If this attribute isn’t given, PyperCard
will assume "black".
• sound - a sound to play when the user transitions to the card. This is a string containing the filename for the
sound. If this attribute isn’t given, PyperCard won’t play a sound.
• sound_repeat - a boolean value (True or False) to indicate if the sound for the card should keep looping.
This attribute will only work if a sound attribute is also provided.
• buttons - a list of buttons used to indicate the available choices. Each button must have a label (the text to
display on the button) and a target (the title of the card to which the button should transition).

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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With a stack of cards with just these few attributes we can build our adventure game. In order to do so, we need to tell
PyperCard about each of the cards in the stack.
Meet JSON
JSON (you say it, “Jason”, like the name of the Greek hero), is a data-interchange format that’s easy for humans to
read and write while also being easy for programs to consume and emit.
Put another way, it’s a way to write data (and our data contains cards with the attributes listed above). JSON is also
very common and used in all sorts of different situations, so learning it is going to be very useful.
JSON works by grouping related attributes together between curly brackets (i.e. { and }). Such related attributes are
called objects. Attributes have a name and associated value separated by a colon (:). The name is always a string of
characters and the associated value can be a string, number, boolean, array or an object. Attributes are separated by a
comma (,). Groups of objects can be stored in an array, which is a comma separated list enclosed in square brackets
(i.e. [ and ]).
Here’s an example of a JSON object containing some attributes:
{
"name": "PyperCard",
"version": "0.0.1-alpha.1",
"downloads": 1728394,
"author": "Nicholas H.Tollervey",
}

Can you work out what this JSON object represents?
The trick is to look at the names and values of the attributes and figure out what they represent (in this case, it’s details
about the PyperCard project).
Here’s how to represent a PyperCard card as a JSON object:
{
"title": "start",
"text": "Welcome. Your adventure begins, as many do, in Ye Olde Inn.",
"text_color": "0x000001",
"background": "page01.bmp",
"buttons": [
{
"label": "Continue",
"target": "inn"
}
]
}

The card’s unique title is "start" and, since this is a card in our adventure game stack, the text is "Welcome.
Your adventure begins, as many do, in Ye Olde Inn.". The text can be anything we want, it
just so happens that we’re creating an adventure game, so the text for the card reflects the sort of textual content found
in “choose your own” adventures. Most of the other attributes should make sense, but I want to draw your attention
to the value of the "buttons" attribute: it’s an array (remember, starting and ending with square brackets, [ and
]) containing another JSON object to represent a single button. The button object contains two attributes, one for the
button’s label and the other providing the title of the card to transition to when the button is pressed. As we’ll see in a
moment, there may be more than one button associated with a card (see the next JSON example).
In order to create a stack of cards in JSON, we need to put the JSON objects representing the PyperCard cards into an
array that represents the stack. We do it like this (note the opening and closing [ and ]):

14
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[
{
"title": "start",
"background": "page01.bmp",
"text": "Welcome. Your adventure begins, as many do, in Ye Olde Inn.",
"text_color": "0x000001",
"buttons": [
{
"label": "Continue",
"target": "inn"
}
]
},
{
"title": "inn",
"background": "page01.bmp",
"sound": "pub.wav",
"sound_repeat": true,
"text": "This is a peaceful, happy inn with plentiful drink.",
"text_color": "0x000001",
"buttons": [
{
"label": "Stay",
"target": "inn"
},
{
"label": "Go!",
"target": "cave entrance"
}
]
},
... a whole bunch of many more card objects go here ...
{
"title": "die",
"background": "page01.bmp",
"sound": "scream.wav",
"text": "The bridge gives way and you fall to a painful death.",
"text_color": "0x000001",
"buttons": [
{
"label": "Next",
"target": "inn"
}
]
}
]

Note: The line "... a whole bunch of many more card objects go here ..." isn’t actually
part of the JSON, but just a way for me to truncate the example.

Warning: Observe how the target attributes of buttons contain the value associated with the title attributes
of other objects. If there is a mismatch here, the application won’t work! This is why it is so important that card

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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title attributes are unique – PyperCard needs to be able to unambiguously identify them.
If the JSON data is saved as a file (for example, cyoa.json – for “choose your own adventure”), then it’s very easy
to get PyperCard to load this file and run the game (making sure all the sounds and images used in the game are in the
same directory as the following Python script):
from pypercard import CardApp
app = CardApp("Adventure Game")
app.load("cyoa.json")
app.run()

That’s it! The full JSON file is part of the PyperCard examples, along with all the necessary sound effects and images.
For the sake of convenience, we’ve zipped it up for easy download.
Why not try to modify and change the JSON file to create your own “choose your own” adveture. Change the text,
sounds and background images used. Experiment with several choices for a more complicated game.
Sadly, the only thing missing is gathering user input. For that we need to learn how to use forms. . .
Back to Stacks of Cards with Transitions. Continue to Using Forms and Python.

1.1.4 Using Forms and Python
While it’s nice to click buttons in an adventure game to work your way through the story, most applications need more
powerful and flexible means of capturing user input. These usually involve forms containing various different types of
input. Happily, PyperCard has a very simple form mechanism that allows you to specify just one input type per card.
In addition, you don’t need to use JSON to specify your cards (although this is often convenient for applications that
don’t use forms). It’s possible to specify cards using Python and define how to handle the user input and other changes
in the application’s state by creating simple functions.
Defining a card in Python is very simple:
from pypercard import CardApp, Card
hello_card = Card(
title="hello",
text="Hello",
text_color="green",
buttons=[{"label": "Finish", "target": "goodbye"}]
)
goodbye_card = Card(
title="goodbye",
text="Goodbye",
text_color="red",
buttons=[{"label": "Start again", "target": "hello"}]
)

Note how the buttons are defined as Python dictionaries.
Adding cards to an app is as simple as putting them into a Python list and passing them into the application:

16
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stack = [hello_card, goodbye_card, ]
app = CardApp(stack=stack)
app.run()

Alternatively, you can add cards individually via the application’s add_card method:
app = CardApp()
app.add_card(hello_card)
app.add_card(goodbye_card)
app.run()

When a card or stack of cards are added to the application, the card titles will be checked to ensure they are unique. If
not, PyperCard will raise an exception.
There are some further attributes which PyperCard cards can have which have not been mentioned so far. They are:
• text_size - the size of the text. Expressed as a number. If not given, defaults to 48.
• form - the type of input to display on the card (see below). If not given, no form input is displayed.
• options - options which define the form input’s behaviour (see below). Ignored if no form attribute is given.
• auto_advance - a number (e.g. 3.5) to indicate the number of seconds to wait before automatically transitioning to a target card. If not given, the card won’t automatically transition. You must supply a valid
auto_target attribute, or the card will appear paused.
• auto_target - a string identifying the target card to automatically transition to after auto_advance seconds.
In addition to the required label and target attributes, buttons may also have the following optional attributes:
• text_size - the size of the text in the button’s label. Expressed as a number. If not given defaults to 24.
• text_color - the colour of the text in the button’s label (e.g. "red"). If not given, defaults to "white".
• background_color - the colour of the button’s background (e.g. "blue"). If not given, defaults to
"grey".
Form Inputs
For an application to be useful it often needs to gather and process user input. In PyperCard this is achieved through
form input fields. Each card may only have one form input field.
There are five possible types of input.
A single-line text box:

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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A multi-line text entry field:
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A multiple choice field so users can select none, one or more of a range of values:

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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A selector field so users can select a single value or no value at all from a range of values:
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A slider for providing numeric input between a minimum and maximum value with an option to define the step between
values as the slider moves.

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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Function follows Form
You’re probably asking yourself how PyperCard works with user input.
The answer is the programmer creates transition functions.
A transition is simply how a user moves between cards, usually via a button click. A function is a named block of
code that does something useful.
As you’ve already seen, transitions can already be defined as a string containing the unique title attribute of the target
card. A transition function is simply a “regular” Python function that takes two expected arguments and must return a
string containing the unique title of the target card for the transition. In this way, the transition function may be used
to decide which, of a number of options or cards, should be returned as the target. In this way the application becomes
a dynamic system.
Transition functions are used in two places:
1. As the value of the "target" attribute of a button, or;
2. As the value of a card’s "auto_target" attribute.
Transation functions must be defined before you reference them in your code.
In addition to working out the target card for the transition and handling user input (dealt with below), transition
functions also allow you to store and retrieve data which may be useful for the functioning of your application. This
22
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is often called storing “state”.
Transition functions are very easy to understand:
• They take the same two arguments each time,
• They must return a string containing the title of the target card.
• The application will wait until the transition function has finished before actually doing anything. If your
transition function takes a long time, your application will appear unresponsive.
The two arguments all transition functions should handle are:
• data_store - the application’s “data store”. This is simply a Python dictionary (and the same dictionary
is passed into each function, so if you make changes to the dictionary, these will be available to subsequent
transition functions).
• form_value - the current value of the form input field on the card from which the user is transitioning. This
will be None if the card didn’t contain a form input field, or an “empty” (false) value if the user didn’t enter
anything.
Transition functions should look something like this:
def my_transition(data_store, form_value):
# Arbitrary Python code goes here.
return "a_card_title"

Let’s imagine we want to build an application that asks the user for their name and then says “Hello, whatever-theirname-is”. If they don’t enter a name the application should report an error.
Simple..!
The first card should contain a text box entry field and instructions along with a button that uses a transition function.
The resulting transition function should check the user’s input and, if there is any, store it away before transitioning to
the card which displays the friendly greeting. If the user doesn’t enter a name, the transition function should cause the
application to transition to a temporary error card which returns them back to the card with the name input form.
Here’s how I’d write the function:
def get_name(data_store, form_field):
if form_value:
data_store["username"] = form_value
return "hello"
else:
return "error"

Notice how if use if ... else statements to work out which sort of card to display. Basically, if there’s user input
transition to the “hello” card, otherwise, transition to the “error” card.
Importantly, before transitioning store the user’s input in the "username" field in the data_store dictionary, so
the "hello" card can use it within the message.
How does the "hello" card make use of the user’s input? Well, if the text to display were "Hello {username}"
then PyperCard knows to replace the bit including the curly brackets with the value stored in the record whose name
appears between the curly brackets. In this example, whatever is found in data_store["username"] replaces
the bit in the text identified as {username}.
So if the user enters "Fred" as the value in the input text field in the very first card, then the value of
data_store["username"] will be set to "Fred". Then, in the second card (where the friendly message is
shown) PyperCard notices we have a curly-bracket enclosed name, looks in the data_store for a value with that
name and replaces it. In our case, the {username} part of the text message is replaced with "Fred", which the
transition function from the first card stored away into the data_store.

1.1. PyperCard Tutorials
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The following simple example shows this all in action:
from pypercard import Inputs, Card, CardApp

def get_name(data_store, form_value):
"""
Gets the name of the user from the form field and stores it in the
data store. If no name is given, causes an error card to be displayed
instead.
"""
if form_value: # Check if there's user input.
data_store["username"] = form_value # Store the user's input.
return "hello" # Transition to the "hello" card.
else: # No user input... :-(
return "error" # ...so transition to the "error" card.

stack = [
Card(
"get_value", # First card get's the user's name.
form=Inputs.TEXTBOX, # Contains a single text box...
text="What is your name..?", # ...with appropriate instructions.
buttons=[
# A button whose target is the "get_name" transition function.
{"label": "OK", "target": get_name} # Click "OK".
]
),
Card(
"hello", # A card to say "Hello" to the user.
text="Hello {username}!", # Note the replacement of {username}.
buttons=[
# A simple transition back to the input form.
{"label": "OK", "target": "get_value"}
]
),
Card(
"error", # A card to display an error.
text="ERROR\n\nPlease enter a name!", # The error message...
text_color="white", # ... is white text...
background="red", # ... on a red background ...
auto_advance=3, # ... displayed for three seconds, the go to...
auto_target="get_value" # the input form to try again.
),
]
app = CardApp(stack=stack)
app.run()

The end result should look like this:

Always Check User Input!
A final word of warning. ALWAYS check input provided by users.
Users have a habit of doing the wrong thing, either on purpose or because they want to try to break your application.
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You should treat all user input as suspect until you’ve thoroughly checked it.
For instance, in the example above, I made sure that something had been entered by the user so the user wouldn’t end
up seeing the nonsensical message: “Hello !” (note the gap where the missing name should be).
Your checks of user input can be as simple or complicated as your application requires. But most importantly, your
application must ALWAYS check user input.
Don’t say we didn’t warn you. . . ;-)
Back to A Simple Adventure Game. Continue to A Complete Application.

1.1.5 A Complete Application
The “hello world” of GUI applications is a temperature conversion tool:
• Type a number.
• Select to convert the value to celsius or farenheit.
• If the user doesn’t provide a valid number, show an error message.
Here’s how to do it with PyperCard:
from pypercard import Inputs, Card, CardApp

def to_c(data_store, form_value):
try:
val = float(form_value)
data_store["result"] = (val - 32) * 5.0 / 9.0
return "Result"
except Exception:
return "Error"

def to_f(data_store, form_value):
try:
val = float(form_value)
data_store["result"] = 9.0 / 5.0 * val + 32
return "Result"
except Exception:
return "Error"

stack = [
Card(
"GetValue",
form=Inputs.TEXTBOX,
text="Enter a number to convert...",
buttons=[
{"label": "Convert to Celsius", "target": to_c},
{"label": "Convert to Farenheit", "target": to_f},
],
),
Card(
"Error",
text="[b]ERROR[/b]\n\nPlease enter a number.",
text_color="white",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

background="red",
auto_advance=3,
auto_target="GetValue",
),
Card(
"Result",
text="{result:.2f}",
text_size=98,
buttons=[{"label": "Ok", "target": "GetValue"}],
),
]

app = CardApp("Temperature Converter", stack=stack)
app.run()

It should look like this:

Back to Using Forms and Python. Continue to Packaging Your Application.

1.1.6 Packaging Your Application
Back to A Complete Application.
Proceed to Install PyperCard.

1.2 PyperCard CheatSheet
PyperCard is an easy and simple GUI framework with a focus on beginner Python programmers. This page contains
all the technical information you need in one place. You should use it for reference purposes. If you’d like to learn
about PyperCard you should consult the PyperCard Tutorials.
Contents
• PyperCard CheatSheet
– Installation
– Core Concepts
– Colours
– The CardApp
– Cards
– JSON Stacks
– Forms
– Transitions
– Packaging
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1.2.1 Installation
PyperCard only works with Python 3.6 or above. It is built on the Kivy framework and should work anywhere Kivy
does (Windows, OSX, Linux, Android and iOS).
PyperCard is on PyPI and can be installed thus:
pip3 install pypercard

Check the installation works with the following “Hello World!” test app:
from pypercard import CardApp, Card
app = CardApp(stack=[Card("hello", text="Hello, World!"), ])
app.run()

Save this somewhere (e.g. as test.py) and run it with:
python3 test.py

If all goes to plan you should see a Window containing the words “Hello, World” appear.
If you require help or support please use our chat channel. If you think you’ve found a bug in PyperCard or would
like to suggest a new feature or improvement, please do so by raising a new issue via our GitHub page for the project.
We expect everyone to abide by our Code of Conduct – we’re a friendly and welcoming project, but we won’t tolerate
rudeness, prejudice or other forms of anti-social behaviour via our communication channels.

1.2.2 Core Concepts
PyperCard is inspired by HyperCard and means you should be familiar with the following core concepts:
• An application is made from a stack of cards.
• Each card in the stack represents a screen in the application. At the very least, a card must have a unique title
attribute (but will often have further attributes that define its content and behaviour).
• Users move between cards via transitions, usually activated by pressing a button.
• Transitions can be as simple as a string identifying the title of the next card to display. However, a transition
can also be a function that returns a string identifying the next card to display. Business logic for the application
happens in these transition functions.
• Simple form inputs can be used to capture input from the user.
• An application has a data store Python dictionary to be used to set and get arbitrary application state.
• Transition funtions always take two arguments, a reference to the application’s data_store (containing
application state) and the value of the form_input found on the preceeding card from which the user is
transitioning.
• Future versions of PyperCard will automate the packaging of your app for Windows, OSX, Linux, Android
and iOS.
The following diagram may help you visualise these concepts. There are three cards in the application stack: blue,
white and yellow. The blue card can transition to the white and yellow cards (as demonstrated by the arrows).

1.2. PyperCard CheatSheet
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1.2.3 Colours
It is possible to set the colour of various aspects of the user interface (for example, the text colour, background colour,
button colour and button background).
To make this as easy as possible for beginners, colours can be specified by their English names. A full list of recognized
colour names (and an example of the colour) can be found in the palette shown below.
Alternatively, instead of naming the colour of choice, you can provide the hex RGB value as a string in two common
forms: 0xRRGGBB (raw hex) and #RRGGBB (web hex).

1.2.4 The CardApp
The CardApp class is used to instantiate an application. Depending on your level of skill and / or need for refinement,
there are several approaches to this.
If you have defined a stack in a JSON file (see below), all that is required is:
from pypercard import CardApp
app = CardApp()
app.load("my_stack.json")
app.run()

If you’re declaring your stack of cards with Python (something you’ll need to do for more complicated applications),
then you can pass the stack as an argument when instantiating the CardApp class. The stack argument must be a
list of Card instances:
from pypercard import CardApp, Card
app = CardApp(stack=[Card("hello", text="Hello, World!"), ])
app.run()

Finally, you could use the CardApp class’s add_card method to add individual Card instances. However, the
stack argument is far more convenient and is a simple convenience wrapper around the add_card to save you
time.
Obviously, as demonstrated in the examples above, to make the application run you call the run method.
The CardApp can take the following arguments when instantiated:
• name - what your operating system will display as the name of the application. Defaults to "A PyperCard
Application :-)".
• data_store - a dictionary the application should use for storing application state. Pass in your own dictionary
if you need to pre-load it with default state, depending on the needs of your application. If you don’t supply a
data_store argument, then PyperCard will use an empty dictionary. The data_store instance is one of
the arguments passed into transition functions (see below).
• stack - a list of Card instances which defines the application’s stack (see description above).
For more information about the CardApp class, please see API Reference.

1.2.5 Cards
Instances of the Card class represent different screens in the application stack. Users transition between cards in one
of two ways: by pressing a button to activate a transition (see below) or by automatically advancing to a target card
after a pre-determined period of time.
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All cards must have a unique (and preferably meaningful) title attribute, supplied as an argument when the object is
instantiated. All the other attributes for a card are optional and define how the card looks and behaves. Such attributes
are usually assigned when the card is instantiated. Once the card is associated with an application its attributes cannot
be changed.
The available attributes are (see the API Reference for more details):
• title - a unique (within the stack) and preferably meaningful string identifier for the card.
• text - the (string) textual content of the card. It’s possible to change the look of the text using BBCode style
markup. If there is a form, the text will be displayed in the form of a label for the form input, otherwise the
text will take up the full screen.
• text_color - a string containing the default colour of the text. Defaults to "white". See the section on
colour (above) for valid colour names and values.
• text_size - an integer representing the default size of the text. Defaults to 48 (px).
• form - the type of form input (see below) associated with the card. Must be one of the attributes of the Inputs
enum class: TEXTBOX, TEXTAREA, MULTICHOICE, SELECT or SLIDER.
• options - a list or tuple containing configuration options needed by the form input. See the description of
each form input (below) for more information.
• sound - a string containing the path to a sound file to play when the card is displayed. Only sound formats
supported by the platform upon which the application is running can be played.
• sound_repeat - a boolean flag to indicate if the sound associated with the card should continue to loop.
• background - a string containing either the colour (see above) of the card’s background, or a path to an image
to display as the background. The default value is "black".
• buttons - a list or tuple containing dictionary definitions of the buttons to display on the card which will be
used to activate a transition to other cards in the stack. Each button dictionary must have at least two attributes:
label (associated with a string containing the text to display on the button) and target (associated with either
a string containing the title of the target card to transition to, or a function [see below] containing business
logic which will return the title of the target card for transition). Button dictionaries may also contain three
options attributes: text_size (an integer indication of the size of the button’s label text), text_color
(a string containing the colour of the button’s label text), and background_color (a string containing the
colour of the button’s background).
• auto_advance - a floating point value to indicate the number of seconds to wait until the card automatically transitions to the card indicated by the auto_target attribute. It is possible to mix buttons and
auto_advance as a means to transition from a card. If a button is clicked before the scheduled automatic
transition then the scheduled transition will not take place.
• auto_target - a string containing the title of the card to transition to after the number of seconds indicated
by the auto_advance attribute.
Here’s an example of a card with textual content and a single button which will transition the application to another
card called another_card. Notice how the first argument is the card’s mandatory and unique title attribute:
from pypercard import Card, CardApp
card = Card("example_card", text="Hello, World!", text_color="red")
app = CardApp(stack=[card, ])
app.run()

It’s important to understand the life-cycle of a card.
When the Card class is instantiated with the various attributes needed to describe the new card object’s content and
behaviour, the various constraints required for the card to behave properly are validated. If there’s a problem (for
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example, you specify a form input which requires options to work properly, but you fail to supply any options)
then a ValueError exception will be raised.
When the card is added to the application (usually as a member of a stack list when the application is instantiated),
then it is drawn as a Kivy.uix.screenmanager.Screen instance and added to a screen manager object that
belongs to the application.
If a card is indicated as the next target to display, before it is shown to the user all the textual content of the card
is re-formatted against the contents of the application’s data_store. This means Python’s built-in simple string
templating language can be used to make the content of the card dynamic. For instance if the text attribute of
the card was the string, "Hello, {name}.", and the application’s data_store dictionary was, {"name":
"Nicholas"}, then the textual content displayed to the user would be updated to, "Hello, Nicholas". The
textual content, form label and button labels can all be updated in this way.
When a card is first displayed to the user two things happen: if a sound should be played (and repeated) then this is
started, and if the card can automatically advance after a certain period of time, this event is scheduled.
Finally, when the card is removed from the screen (and before the next card is displayed), then if there is any sound
playing, this is stopped.

1.2.6 JSON Stacks
PyperCard is designed to be easy to use and understand with special attention paid to the needs of beginner developers.
Writing Python code can be intimidating for beginner developers. In order to declare the UI stack of cards in Python
a developers needs to instantiate several classes, create a Python list and even write their own functions when all they
want to do is describe a very simple stack of cards.
As a result, it’s possible to declare a simple stack of cards that require no business logic using the JSON data format.
This was the approach taken by Adafruit who provided the inspiration for this project.
The JSON file must contain an array of JSON objects. Each object represents a card in the application’s stack.
Attributes of the JSON objects must match the names of the arguments used when instantiating the Python Card class
(see above).
Use the CardApp class’s load convenience function with the path to the JSON file to load the stack:
from pypercard import CardApp
app = CardApp()
app.load("my_stack.json")
app.run()

The JSON data format is a lightweight and easy to read solution which has the advantage of being a ubiquitous form
of data exchange. Following simple naming conventions for defining JSON objects means little effort is needed to
define a working stack for a simple app:
[
{
"title": "hello",
"text": "Hello there!",
"text_color": "green",
"buttons": [
{
"label": "OK",
"target": "goodbye"
}
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

]
},
{
"title": "goodbye",
"text": "Goodbye!",
"text_color": "red",
"buttons": [
{
"label": "OK",
"target": "hello"
}
]
}
]

This also has the advantage that, at some later date, a graphical beginner friendly tool, could be created to emit valid
JSON files to make this process even less intimidating. Nevertheless, writing JSON in a text editor is not an onerous
task and goes some way to demonstrating how simple it is to use a text based medium for programming.

1.2.7 Forms
As has been pointed out in the section on the Card class (see above), a card can contain a form input field. Only one
form input field can be displayed on each card. The input field is specified as one of the attributes of the Inputs
enumeration class:
from pypercard import Card, Inputs, CardApp
card = Card("form_example", form=Inputs.TEXTBOX, text="A text box")
app = CardApp(stack=[card, ])
app.run()

In the example above, a text box with the label "A text box" will be displayed by the card.
The value of the form input field is used as an argument into the transition function called when the user moves away
from the card.
Sometimes, the form input field needs extra information to designate options needed to display the input field
properly. These options are explained below as each form field is described.
TEXTBOX
A text box is a single line text entry field which needs no special options:
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TEXTAREA
A text area is a multi line text entry field which needs no special options:
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MULTICHOICE
A multiple choice field allows users to select none, any or all of a range of options. These options should be expressed
as a tuple of string values.
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SELECT
A selector field allows users to select either a single value or no value from a range of options. The options should be
expressed as a tuple of string values.
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SLIDER
A slider is for providing numeric input. It must have a minimum (min), maximum (max) and optional step value
provided in a tuple of numeric values.
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The code for creating each of the illustrated form elements, including examples of the options for multiple choice,
selector and slider fields is copied below:
from pypercard import Inputs, Card, CardApp

stack = [
Card(
"TextBox",
form=Inputs.TEXTBOX,
text="A single line textbox",
buttons=[{"label": "Next", "target": "TextArea"}],
),
Card(
"TextArea",
form=Inputs.TEXTAREA,
text="A multi line text area",
buttons=[{"label": "Next", "target": "MultiChoice"}],
),
Card(
"MultiChoice",
form=Inputs.MULTICHOICE,
options=["Ham", "Eggs", "Bacon", "Sausage"],
(continues on next page)
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text="A multiple choice selection",
buttons=[{"label": "Next", "target": "Select"}],
),
Card(
"Select",
form=Inputs.SELECT,
options=["Red", "Green", "Yellow", "Blue"],
text="A single choice collection",
buttons=[{"label": "Next", "target": "Slider"}],
),
Card(
"Slider",
form=Inputs.SLIDER,
options=(-100, 100, 10),
text="A slider with min/max/step",
buttons=[{"label": "Next", "target": "TextBox"}],
),
]
app = CardApp(name="Examples of form elements...", stack=stack)
app.run()

1.2.8 Transitions
Transitions are how the user moves between cards. Transitions can be of two types:
• A string value referencing the unique title attribute of the target card.
• A function, containing business logic, which returns a string value referencing the unique title attribute of
the target card.
Transitions are declared in two places:
• As the value associated with the "target" attribute of a button, or;
• As the value of a card’s auto_target attribute.
If you’re using transition functions, you should declare them first, before creating the Card objects which may reference them.
Transition functions always take two arguments and must always return a string containing a valid card title. The
two arguments are:
• data_store - a reference to the application’s data_store instance which is used to set and get application
state.
• form_value - the current value of the form input field in the card from which the user is transitioning. This
will be None if the card didn’t contain a form input field, or false-y if the user didn’t enter anything.
As a result, your transition function should look something like this:
def my_transition(data_store, form_value):
# Arbitrary Python code here.
return "a_card_title"

Warning: The code within the transition function can be any arbitrary Python, but it is important to note that
these are blocking functions so do not do anything which will cause the application to pause.

1.2. PyperCard CheatSheet
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Please note that the text associated with labels and buttons is formatted for template names with the values found in
the data_store (see the example below). In this way, values stored in the data_store can safely be shown to
the user.
The following simple example demonstrates how transition functions work:
from pypercard import Inputs, Card, CardApp

def get_name(data_store, form_value):
"""
Gets the name of the user from the form field and stores it in the
data_store. If no name is given, causes an error to be displayed.
"""
if form_value:
data_store["name"] = form_value
return "hello"
else:
return "error"

stack = [
Card(
"get_value",
form=Inputs.TEXTBOX,
text="What is your name..?",
buttons=[
{"label": "OK", "target": get_name} # Use the function!
]
),
Card(
"hello",
text="Hello {name}!",
buttons=[
{"label": "OK", "target": "get_value"}
]
),
Card(
"error",
text="ERROR\n\nPlease enter a name!",
text_color="white",
background="red",
auto_advance=3,
auto_target="get_value"
),
]
app = CardApp(stack=stack)
app.run()

The end result looks like this:

1.2.9 Packaging
Coming in a future version.
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1.3 Contributing Code
Hey! Many thanks for wanting to improve PyperCard.
Contributions are welcome without prejudice from anyone irrespective of age, gender, religion, race or sexuality. If
you’re thinking, “but they don’t mean me”, then we especially mean YOU. Good quality code and engagement with
respect, humour and intelligence wins every time.
• If you’re from a background which isn’t well-represented in most geeky groups, get involved - we want to help
you make a difference.
• If you’re from a background which is well-represented in most geeky groups, get involved - we want your help
making a difference.
• If you’re worried about not being technical enough, get involved - your fresh perspective will be invaluable.
• If you think you’re an imposter, get involved.
• If your day job isn’t code, get involved.
• This isn’t a group of experts, just people. Get involved!
• We are interested in educational, social and technical problems. If you are too, get involved.
• This is a new community. No-one knows what they are doing, so, get involved.
We expect contributors to follow our Code of Conduct.
Check out our Developer Setup documentation for instructions to configure a working development environment for
PyperCard. To learn about the design of PyperCard please read the Design Decisions documentation.
Feedback may be given for contributions and, where necessary, changes will be politely requested and discussed with
the originating author. Respectful yet robust argument is most welcome.
Warning: Contributions are subject to the following caveats: the contribution was created by the contributor
who, by submitting the contribution, is confirming that they have the authority to submit the contribution and
place it under the license as defined in the LICENSE file found within this repository (see PyperCard License).
If this is a significant contribution the contributor should add themselves to the AUTHORS file found in the root
of PyperCard’s repository, otherwise they agree, for the sake of convenience, that copyright passes exclusively to
Nicholas H.Tollervey on behalf of the PyperCard project.

1.3.1 Checklist
• If your contribution includes non-obvious technical decision making please make sure you document this in
docs/design.rst.
• Your code should be commented in plain English (British spelling).
• If your contribution is for a major block of work and you’ve not done so already, add yourself to the AUTHORS.md file following the convention found therein.
• We have 100% test coverage - include tests to maintain this! We’re happy to help and advise you when it comes
to testing.
• Before submitting code ensure coding standards and test coverage by running:
make check

• If in doubt, ask a question (join our chat channel). The only stupid question is the one that’s never asked.

1.3. Contributing Code
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• Most importantly, Have fun! :-)

1.4 Design Decisions
Design decisions are logged on this page for future developers and other interested parties to learn how some of
the features ended up being implemented (as well as to give context to the decisions). Each design decision should
have a descriptive main header under which should be three further sections starting with sub-headings: “Decision”,
“Background” and “Discussion and Implementation”. The design decisions are listed in date order (oldest first).
The decision section should precisely and fully describe the technical outcome relating to the feature. The background
section should include any context setting and reference technical details and/or constraints pertinent to the decision.
The discussion and implementation section should describe the decision making process and, if helpful contain two
further subsections: “Implemented via” (to contain links to GitHub pull requests and/or commits) and “Discussion in”
(to reference significant / important discussion happening in related issues, bug reports or code reviews).
If in doubt, just follow the conventions found within the already documented design decisions.
Contents
• Design Decisions
– JSON Stacks

1.4.1 JSON Stacks
Decision
Use declarative JSON files for simple applications which require no business logic expressed in transition functions.
The JSON file must contain an array of JSON objects. Each object represents a card in the application’s stack.
Attributes of the JSON objects must match the names of the arguments used when instantiating the Python Card class
(see API Reference for full details of these arguments).
Use the CardApp class’s load convenience function with the path to the JSON file to load the stack:
from pypercard import CardApp
app = CardApp()
app.load("my_stack.json")
app.run()

Background
PyperCard is designed to be easy to use and understand, with special attention paid to the needs of beginner developers.
Writing Python code can be intimidating for beginner developers. In order to declare the UI stack of cards in Python
a developers needs to instantiate several classes, create a Python list and even write their own functions when all they
want to do is describe a very simple stack of cards.
The JSON data format is a lightweight and easy to read solution which has the advantage of being a ubiquitous form
of data exchange. Following simple naming conventions for defining JSON objects means little effort is needed to
define a working stack for a simple app.
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This also has the advantage that, at some later date, a graphical beginner friendly tool, could be created to emit valid
JSON files to make this process even less intimidating. Nevertheless, writing JSON in a text editor is not an onerous
task and goes some way to demonstrating how simple it is to use a text based medium for programming.
Discussion and Implementation
The inspiration for this version of PyperCard was created by Adafruit and described in a blog post where an early
version of the JSON based specification for defining stacks of cards was outlined.
After discussion with Adafruit we agreed that I should make changes to the original specification to simplify names
and/or reorganise things to allow for more flexibility.
The end result is what you find in the current implementation. I’m particularly pleased that using the Python naming
conventions in the JSON objects means the implementation of the CardApp class’s load method is extremely simple.
Implemented via:
• https://github.com/ntoll/pypercard/commit/9cff63316374a5f81460aeb0f81ade92e26ed7fd
Discussion in:
• https://learn.adafruit.com/circuit-python-your-own-adventure (original Adafruit blog post).
• PyperCard CheatSheet (description of the revised [Python based] attribute names to use in the JSON objects).

1.5 Code of Conduct
We expect contributors, collaborators and community members to follow the Python Software Foundation’s Code of
Conduct, reproduced below.
The Python community is made up of members from around the globe with a diverse set of skills, personalities, and
experiences. It is through these differences that our community experiences great successes and continued growth.
When you’re working with members of the community, we encourage you to follow these guidelines which help steer
our interactions and strive to keep Python a positive, successful, and growing community.
A member of the Python community is:

1.5.1 Open
Members of the community are open to collaboration, whether it’s on PEPs, patches, problems, or otherwise. We’re
receptive to constructive comment and criticism, as the experiences and skill sets of other members contribute to the
whole of our efforts. We’re accepting of all who wish to take part in our activities, fostering an environment where
anyone can participate and everyone can make a difference.

1.5.2 Considerate
Members of the community are considerate of their peers – other Python users. We’re thoughtful when addressing
the efforts of others, keeping in mind that often times the labor was completed simply for the good of the community.
We’re attentive in our communications, whether in person or online, and we’re tactful when approaching differing
views.

1.5. Code of Conduct
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1.5.3 Respectful
Members of the community are respectful. We’re respectful of others, their positions, their skills, their commitments,
and their efforts. We’re respectful of the volunteer efforts that permeate the Python community. We’re respectful of
the processes set forth in the community, and we work within them. When we disagree, we are courteous in raising
our issues.
Overall, we’re good to each other. We contribute to this community not because we have to, but because we want to.
If we remember that, these guidelines will come naturally.

1.6 Developer Setup
The source code is hosted on GitHub. Clone the repository with the following command:
git clone https://github.com/ntoll/pypercard.git

Alternatively, fork the project and clone your own fork. Please submit pull requests on their own separate and meaningfully named branches.
PyperCard does not and never will use or support Python 2. You should use Python 3.6 or above.
If you want to discuss PyperCard, aspects of its design or engage with the wider project please don’t hesitate to join
our chat channel. Alternatively, we welcome contributions, bug reports, suggestions and pull requests via our GitHub
repository.
Note: We expect everyone participating in the development of PyperCard to act in accordance with the PSF’s Code
of Conduct.

1.6.1 Windows, OSX, Linux
Create a virtual environment via your command line:
python3 -mvenv pypercardenv

Activate it:
# Unix-y
source pypercardenv/bin/activate
# Windows
pypercardenv\Scripts\activate

The name pypercard should appear at the start of each line of your command line, to show you’re in the active
virtualenv.
Ensure you have the latest version of pip installed:
pip install --upgrade pip

Install all the dependencies for PyperCard with:
pip install -e ".[dev]"

Everything should be working if you can successfully run:
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make check

(You’ll see the results from various code quality tools, the test suite and code coverage.)
Note: The PyperCard package distribution, as specified in setup.py, declares both runtime and extra dependencies.
The above mentioned pip install -e ".[dev]" installs all runtime dependencies and most development
ones: it should serve nearly everyone.
For the sake of completeness, however, here are a few additional details. The [dev] extra is actually the aggregation
of the following extras:
• [tests] specifies the testing dependencies, needed by make test.
• [docs] specifies the doc building dependencies, needed by make docs.
Addionionally, the following extras are defined:
• [all] includes all the dependencies in all extras.

Warning: Using a virtualenv will ensure your development environment is safely isolated from problematic
version conflicts with your system wide version of Python.
If you get into trouble, delete the virtualenv’s directory (that’s pypercardenv in the instructions above) and
start again with a fresh install. The virtualenv is best thought of as a disposable sandbox in which you can safely
do your development work on PyperCard.

1.6.2 Using make
There is a Makefile that helps with most of the common workflows associated with development. Typing make on its
own will list the options thus:
$ make
There is no default Makefile target right now. Try:
make
make
make
make
make
make
make
make
make
make
make

clean - reset the project and remove auto-generated assets.
pyflakes - run the PyFlakes code checker.
pycodestyle - run the PEP8 style checker.
test - run the test suite.
coverage - view a report on test coverage.
tidy - tidy code with the 'black' formatter.
check - run all the checkers and tests.
dist - make a dist/wheel for the project.
publish-test - publish the project to PyPI test instance.
publish-live - publish the project to PyPI production.
docs - run sphinx to create project documentation.

Note: On Windows there is a make.cmd file that works in a similar way to the make command on Unix-like
operating systems.
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1.6.3 Before Submitting
Before contributing code please make sure you’ve read Contributing Code and follow the checklist for contributing
changes.

1.7 API Reference
This module contains the core classes and functions used by PyperCard to create a GUI stack of cards that transition
to each other via button presses.
Copyright (c) 2019 Nicholas Tollervey.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom
the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
class pypercard.core.Card(title, text=None, text_color=None, text_size=48, form=None, options=None, sound=None, sound_repeat=False, background=None,
buttons=None, auto_advance=0, auto_target=None)
Represents a “card” in the application. This is a node in a series of possible UI states. Transitions between states
are generally facilitated by button presses with either an associated string containing the title of the target card,
or a function (containing “business logic”) which returns a string identifying the next card.
Each node has pre-defined attributes which describe the appearance of the card and the behaviour for transitioning to other cards in the application. These are set and verified upon initialisation.
Parameters
• title (str) – The unique meaningful title/id of the card.
• text (str) – The textual content of the card.
• text_color (str) – The colour of the textual content of the card.
• text_size (int) – The font size of the textual content of the card.
• form (Inputs) – The form input element to display on the card.
• options (tuple) – The form input element’s multiple options.
• sound (str) – The path to the sound file to play with the card.
• sound_repeat (bool) – A flag to indicate if the card’s sound loops.
• background (str) – Either a colour or path to background image.
• buttons (list) – A list containing button definitions as dictionaries containing label and
transition attributes with optional text_size, text_color and background_color attributes.
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• auto_advance (float) – The number of seconds to wait before advancing to the
auto_target card.
• auto_target – Either a string or function returning a string referencing the target card
for auto-advancement.
Raises ValueError – If the states passed in are inconsistent.
form_value()
Return the value obtained from the user via the form associated with this card. Return None if no form is
specified.
Returns The value currently set for this card’s form.
screen(screen_manager, data_store)
Return a screen instance containing all the necessary UI items that have been associated with the expected
event handlers.
Parameters
• screen_manager (kivy.uix.screenmanager.ScreenManager) – The UI
stack of screens which controls which card is to be displayed.
• data_store (dict) – A dictionary containing application state.
Returns A graphical representation of the card.
class pypercard.core.CardApp(name=’A PyperCard Application
stack=None)
An app with more than a passing resemblance to HyperCard stacks. :-)

:-)’,

data_store=None,

Parameters
• name (str) – The name of the application.
• data_store (dict) – The dictionary to use as the data store.
• stack (list) – A list of Card instances defining the default stack.
add_card(card)
Given a card instance, add it to the application.
Parameters card (Card) – The card instance to add to the application’s stack.
Raises ValueError – if the card’s title attribute isn’t unique.
build()
Called by Kivy to display something (in this case the screen manager containing all the screens associated
with each card).
Returns The screen manager object containing the stack of cards.
load(filename)
Load and instantiate a stack of cards from the referenced JSON file.
Parameters filename (str) – The path to the JSON file to load as the application’s stack.
class pypercard.core.Inputs
Defines the available types of form control. Only one form control can appear in each card.
MULTICHOICE = 3
A multi-choice selection.
SELECT = 4
A single choice selection.
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SLIDER = 5
A slider with a numeric min, max and step.
TEXTAREA = 2
A multi-line text area.
TEXTBOX = 1
A single line text box.
pypercard.core.palette(name)
Given a name of a colour (e.g. “red”, “green”, “blue”), a hex value (e.g. “0xFFAACC”) or an HTML hex value
(e.g. “#FFAACC”), returns a tuple containing the colours converted to Kivy’s own colour coding system.
For a list of all the available colours see the keys in the colours.py module.
Parameters name (str) – The name of the colour whose value is needed.
Returns The colour expressed as a tuple of numbers used by Kivy.
Raises ValueError – if the name of the colour is unknown.

1.8 PyperCard License
Copyright (c) 2019 Nicholas H.Tollervey.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom
the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the
Software.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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